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Abstract—Influence maximization (IM) is a popular research
area for viral marketing in social network. In this research we
propose a novel problem, Reverse Influence Maximization (RIM)
problem for target marketing along with a greedy solution GRIM
model under Linear Threshold (LT) model. The GRIM model
determines the opportunity cost returned by minimum number
of nodes that must be activated in order to motivate a target seed
set. We also perform simulation to evaluate the performance of
the algorithm using two real world datasets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Influence Maximization (IM) for viral marketing has
gained remarkable interest in social network research. The IM
calculates a fixed size seed set that can activate the maximum
number of nodes in the network [1]. Here we propose a
novel problem for target marketing, named Reverse Influence
Maximization (RIM) problem. It estimates the opportunity
cost [2] which is the minimum number of nodes that must
be activated in order to motivate a given seed set. These
targeted seed members are suppose to be prominent entity.
For example, Usain Bolt’s Facebook photo using a Sumsung
cellphone can influence his millions of fans to buy the same
phone. Thus the GRIM model also have great business value
like the IM.
In this research we prove that the RIM problem is NP-Hard
and propose a Knapsack based greedy solution under classical
LT model [1]. We also evaluate the performance of the GRIM
model with two real social network datasets.
The rest of the paper provides literature review, problem
formulation, GRIM model, performance evaluation and conclusion in the consecutive sections.
II. L ITERATURE REVIEW
To the best of our knowledge the IM problem was first
introduced by [3] in 2001. Then Kempe et al. in [1] give a
great shape with two classical models such as Linear threshold
(LT) and Independent cascade (IC) models providing (1 − 1e )
performance approximation.
In [4], the authors have proposed a heuristic approximation
for outbreak detection using IM. Goyal et al.[5] extend it
which has 35 − 55% faster running time. Chen et a. introduce
a degree discount (DC) heuristic in [6]. It improves the
accuracy of [1] and the running time of [4] simultaneously.
Most recently, the authors in [7] has given a running time
improvement by an innovative idea of stop and stare sampling.
But none of the above has addressed the problem of finding
the opportunity cost for target marketing that we propose.
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III. P ROBLEM FORMULATION
Assume a social network is given by a graph G(V, E), where
each vertex is a users and ech edge is a social relationship. A
user u influences v with weight wuv . The node v is activated
if the influence coming from all the 
active in-neighbors is no
less than a given threshold θv that is u∈n−1 (v) wuv ∗xu ≥ θv
[1]. Here xu indicates whether a node u is active (xu = 1)
as input layer node or not (xu = 0) and same definition holds
for hu and xu for hidden and target layer nodes respectively.
For a given seed set S of K influential customers, the RIM
aims at finding opportunity cost set denoted by Γ(S) and the
opportunity cost σ(S) = |Γ(S)|.

(a) Influence in reverse order

(b) Reduced 3-layer network

Figure 1: The RIM reduce the calculation level by a neural
network analogy.
The RIM decomposes the network into K neural networks
containing v as the only one output layer node as depicted in
the Fig. 1. The marginal opportunity cost σ(v) for each target
node v is computed by:

σ(v):
minimize
xu
(1)
u∈n−1 (v)
subject to-,


wuv ∗ xu ≥ θv ,

(2)

xu ∈ {0, 1}, wu ∈ (0, 1]

(3)

u∈n−1 (v)

Then the final opportunity cost and is given by:

σ(v)
σ(S) =
v∈S

(4)

IV. S OLUTION F RAMEWORK OF RIM
We propose the GRIM model which is Knapsack based
greedy solution of the RIM problem.
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A. Meeting the Challenges
We set the limit of calculation with a simple 3-layer neural
network analogy as shown in the Fig. 1. The decomposition
results in three cases. The target node v has zero (A), one (B)
or multiple layer (C) of in-neighbors. The Case A is trivial
and we set σ(v) = |Γ(v)| = |{v}| = 1. The Case B is the
basic unit of calculation and the Case C is the combination
of multiple A and B cases. We set θv to some smaller value
to avoid insufficient influence. A node u may be activated as
input layer node of a target node v1 and also activated as
hidden layer and/or a target layer node of another target node
v2 . Then the node u will not be added in the opportunity cost
set and this optimization is called commonality discount.

(a) Facebook data.

(b) Epinions data.

Figure 2: The opportunity cost for different threshold values.

Theorem 1. The RIM problem is NP-Hard.
Proof. The RIM can be reduced to Knapsack problem by considering node’s threshold as Knapsack size, influence weights
as item weights and substituting the objective function of the
RIM problem by a maximize format of the negation of the
equation (1).
Algorithm 1: GRIM Model
Input: G(V, E), S
Result: σ(S), Γ(S)
1 Γ(S) = ∅;
/* Hidden to output layer */
2 for each v ∈ S do
3
Γ(S) = Γ(S) ∪ Γ(v) by equation (1) to (3);
4 end
5 S1 = Γ(S), Γ(S) = ∅;
/* Input to hidden layer */
6 for each v ∈ S1 do
7
Γ(S1 ) = Γ(S1 ) ∪ Γ(v) by equation (1) to (3);
8 end
9 Γ(S) = Γ(S1 );
/* Commonality discount */
10 for each v ∈ Γ(S) do
11
Γ(S) = Γ(S) − {v|hv = 1 OR tv = 1};
12 end
13 return σ(S) = |Γ(S)|;
B. The GRIM algorithm
The GRIM algorithm is stated in the Alg. 1. The complexity
of the algorithm is given in equation (5) where D = maximum
number of neighbors (degree) in the network.
T = O(K.D2 )

(5)

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We evaluate the performance of GRIM model for two real
datasets.They are scaled and stated in the Table I.
Table I: Scaled dataset description
Networks
Nodes
Edges

ego-Facebook [8]
1000
13,969

Epinions [9]
1000
40,240

The GRIM model exhibits the expected trend of cost
increasing with the increase of threshold when the seed size
is constant as portrayed in the Fig. 2 for both the datasets. It
also shows good running time in the Fig 3 since it involves
fixed number of layers and hence lesser nodes and edges.

(a) Facebook data.

(b) Epinions data.

Figure 3: The running time T , (in sec) for different seed sizes.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this research we propose the Reverse Influence Maximization (RIM) problem along with greedy solution GRIM
model to estimate the opportunity cost for target marketing
in social network. The GRIM model show good running time
(order of K.D2 ) with reasonable opportunity cost.
The main limitation of this research is that the GRIM model
can not always provide optimal solution for its greedy nature
but yet provides a feasible solution.
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